GARY STEIN
JUST IN TIME

8/17/09 Whoa! 500 words, 21/2 months from now on the back side of the sample ballot? Go for
it. Gary Stein, Independent, 53, raised in Dumont, residing in South Jersey since 1990. Working
class stiff who remembers a President once saying, “Government’s the problem not the solution.” Usually; Stein to the rescue; he’ll fix everything.
I could be a useful- I hate to say idiot, if it takes that to jolt the establishment I’m your man.
Example; 23 different slogans, one per county; 3 word Sinatra song titles. One of many tries for
media attention. Few blogs helped, the elite media didn’t.
Up theirs! If you’re in a protesting mood, who isn’t, you’re not throwing votes away supporting me. Let’s grab votes from both parties. Send a message. Here’s unorthodoxy- common senseup yours, from one man- (me), and his computer. Give drivers licenses now to illegals (New
Jersey issue), secure the border, boycott Mexico, and encourage “undocumented residents” to
lead the boycott. That would focus Mexico’s feckless government- more then anything else- into
prosecuting corruption, and reduce the need of their citizens to escape here. 200 years of petty
corruption – not the cartels is the reason Mexico’s on life support. A 500 word essay is hardly
the place to explain- but if illegals didn’t send remittances home for 6 months- (with support of
loved ones in Mexico)- you’d see “change” in a hurry. Blackmail yes, but when Mexico’s economy
revives, perhaps in a “kumbaya” moment... we’ll grant our entire illegal community amnesty.
No more bandaid approaches! I’m the man, vote Stein. We want “real change” like China, the
Berlin wall and protestors in Tehran “change”. In comparison this is easy! Boycott; how hard’s
that? Some bleeding hearts tell me undocumented Mexicans wouldn’t withhold remittances.
That’s patronizing! Don’t like my approach? Wait for another Obama-Calderon-Harper photo-op
in Guadalajara, Mexico, like the month I wrote this? While we wait, pray you don’t get in that
“unique,” uninsured motorist traffic accident.
Issue two. Single- payer- health insurance (practitioner’s love it, politicians and rich lobbyists don’t). Call me the “Great Compromiser,” maybe one gesture could bring even the town hall
protesters aboard. Kill several cabinet agencies as a down payment on health reform? The
wealthiest taxpayers would be so shocked they’d bless another new tax on the rich. Maybe it’s
that simple, who knows? Takes one sure loser running for governor to propose it. This plus that
other makes two revolts. As for eliminating bureaucracies, no better time then a recession.
Some economists would disagree, they’re wrong. The Department of Education; Republicans
recommend eliminating it decades ago. Add one program, UHC; kill two. It’s good enough for
GM, Pontiac, & Oldsmobile, it’s good enough for Trenton, Sacramento, Harrisburg, and
(Washington).
Steinforgovernor.com for details. Political sites stink. Why go? See my favorite, “music and
variety” on you-tube links. Is my taste impeccable; vote? 5 months ago I had no idea this was on
the internet, maybe you didn’t? One’s amazing; Al Greens. “Average folks” like us contributed
these....you’ll see.

